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ABSTRACT
An apparatus for cleaning or treating by blasting of a surface which includes an enhanced media delivery regulating system which includes supplying high pressure air to a suction gun and using this to draw blasting media and ambient or low pressure conveying air thereinto for high pressure expulsion therefrom. The high pressure air forms a vacuum over the media vacuum line which draws particulate blasting media from a hopper and conveying air separately. The conveying air is provided from a closed environment within the hopper above the particulate blasting media to control the pressure at which the conveying air is provided at a value equal to or less than the pressure at which the particulate blasting media is provided to the regulator. The regulator preferably includes a metering conduit defining a metering opening therethrough spaced from the interior walls of the regulator and spaced from the point of input of the conveying air and the pointed output through the media vacuum line for movement toward the blasting gun in order to enhance the flow characteristics of the media. This regulator provides unique dimensional restrictions and orientations which significantly enhance the flow of particulate blasting media through the regulator to the gun for surface blasting.

19 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to the field of devices utilized for surface treatment. Treatment of surfaces of material is achieved in many ways, one of which is surface blasting. Surface blasting has unique advantages over other methods of treatment since non-planar surfaces can be effectively treated using blasting by particulate media expelled from a blasting gun at high speed.

Such treatments include surface cleaning such as removing rust from iron or paint from painted surfaces or can be utilized for many other purposes such as modifying surface texture, color, adherence qualities, reflectance or any of a myriad of different properties which a surface may have. Also blasting is commonly used for shot peening to enhance structural strength of treated material.

Such blasting techniques usually utilize particulate blasting materials such as glass beads, etc. The choice of the blasting media is determined by the hardness of the surface and the characteristics of the blasting apparatus. Basically such blasting configurations do fall into two generic categories. The first category is the high pressure blasting systems wherein high pressure air and blasting media are both supplied under high pressure to a blasting nozzle for expelling therefrom and surface treatment by blasting. The second category to which the present invention pertains is suction surface blasting devices. Such devices utilize a high pressure air line supplied to a blasting gun utilized to create a vacuum in a second line extending into the gun such that media is drawn through this second line for mixing with the high pressure air within the gun to impart a high kinetic energy thereto for expelling from the gun for surface blasting. The problems associated with the suction system are completely separate and distinct from those experienced in the design of equipment for high pressure blasting. The present invention deals with the second category or suction surface blasting characteristics utilizing high pressure air and, as such, is deemed to be pneumatic and provides a unique improved media delivery regulating system not shown or suggested in any previous suction blasting apparatus designed heretofore.

2. Description of the Prior Art


SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus which includes an improved media delivery regulator design which can be used with any type of particulate blasting media such as glass. The configuration includes a suction blasting gun defining a high pressure air inlet and a gun media inlet each being in full fluid flow communication with respect to the mixing chamber. In this manner mixing of materials entering the mixing chamber through the high pressure air inlet and the media inlet will be effectively achieved. The suction blasting gun may preferably include an outlet nozzle in fluid fluid flow communication with the mixing chamber in order to guide the expulsion of blasting media therefrom. The high pressure air inlet is preferably oriented within the suction blasting gun in such a manner as to supply high pressure air adjacent to the gun media inlet in such a manner as to create a vacuum thereby to aid in the drawing of blasting media and conveying air therethrough.

A high pressure air line may also be included and positioned operatively secured to any convenient source of high pressure air. This high pressure air line is also connected preferably at the other end thereof to the high pressure air inlet in such a manner as to supply high pressure air to the mixing chamber through the outlet and on through the outlet
nozzle in such a manner as to form a suction at the gun media inlet to facilitate drawing of particulate blasting media inwardly therethrough and for expelling thereof under high pressure through the outlet nozzle for pneumatic surface blasting.

The apparatus of the present invention further includes a storage hopper defining a media supply chamber therein for holding blasting media for selective supply thereof for surface blasting. The storage hopper defines a media outlet preferably therein in fluid flow communication with the media supply chamber and preferably located therebelow to make use of gravitational force to facilitate flow and aid in exiting of media therefrom. The storage hopper may further define an access port therein in fluid flow communication with the media supply chamber at a position above the level of blasting media retained therewithin.

A media supply regulator may also be included operatively secured to the media outlet of the storage hopper for supplying of blasting media and air for conveying of the media. The construction of the media supply regulator preferably includes a regulator housing being generally T-shaped and defining a regulator chamber therewithin designed to mix media with conveying air to facilitate flow to the suction blasting gun.

The regulator housing preferably includes a lower interior wall and defines therein a media inlet and a conveying air inlet and a media and air vacuum outlet which are each in fluid flow communication with respect to the regulator chamber. Preferably the media inlet is in operative fluid flow communication with respect to the media outlet of the storage hopper in such a manner as to receive blasting media. The conveying air inlet and the media and air vacuum outlet are preferably oriented co-linear with respect to one another to facilitate the flow of conveying air therealong responsive to vacuum.

A conveying air line may also be preferably included which is operatively secured to the conveying air inlet and the regulator housing in such a manner as to supply conveying air to the regulator chamber. This conveying air line is operatively secured to the access port defined in the storage hopper and in such a manner as to receive conveying air from the media supply chamber at the same pressure as within the media supply chamber in such a manner as to prevent conveying air from being supplied to the regulator chamber at a pressure greater than the pressure at which the blasting media is supplied thereto through the media outlet. The actual pressure of the conveying air at the regulator will vary depending on the length of the conveying air line. The longer the conveying air line is the greater the reduction in pressure will be in the conveying air from the point of the access opening downstream to the point at which conveying air passes into the regulator through the conveying air inlet means.

A media metering nozzle is preferably included positioned extending through the media inlet into the regulator chamber. This media metering nozzle preferably defines a metering conduit extending therethrough for controlling the supplying of blasting media from the media supply chamber to the regulator chamber within the media supply regulator. The media metering nozzle further preferably includes a metering conduit dispensing opening designed to control the dispensing of blasting media through the media inlet directly into the regulator chamber. This media metering nozzle is preferably tubular in shape in such a manner as to define the metering conduit extending axially therethrough. The media metering nozzle further includes a metering orifice plate being generally annularly shaped and extending over the metering conduit opening. The metering orifice plate is preferably integrally formed with respect to the media metering nozzle. This metering orifice plate also preferably defines a metering orifice therein for further control dispensing of blasting media from the storage hopper to the media supply regulator. Preferably this metering orifice will be positioned approximately 0.5 inches from the media and air vacuum outlet of the regulator housing in order to facilitate full flow movement of blasting media and conveying air thereto. The metering orifice also is spatially disposed from the lower interior wall means by approximately 1/3” inch in order to provide sufficient clearance to aid in fully effective media flow during operating and blasting. The metering orifice further is preferably oriented perpendicularly with respect to the conveying air inlet and the media and air vacuum outlet and spatially disposed at a position therebetween to further enhance flow of media therefrom.

Further the present invention preferably includes a media vacuum line operatively secured to the gun media inlet of the suction blasting gun and also operatively secured to the media and air vacuum outlet of the regulator housing. In this manner the supplying of conveying air and blasting media under vacuum through this line will be facilitated. Thus, media and conveying air will be moved responsive to suction or vacuum into the mixing chamber of the suction blasting gun to facilitate surface blasting therefrom. Also, the present invention may include a media reclamation apparatus for collecting media after blasting therewith and for re-supplying of this media to the storage hopper for re-use. Such media reclamation apparatus can include an apparatus for cleaning, drying or otherwise treating the media as desired based on the currently used application. Such media reclamation systems tend to vary the air pressure within the storage hopper. The present invention as described above provides a system wherein the media metering nozzle is encapsulated within an environment of lesser or equal pressure than the media thereabove or any external ambient pressures. This is achieved by allowing the conveying air line to be connected directly to the hopper above any possible location of media therein. In this manner the air pressure within the hopper which may for various reasons including operation of the media reclamation system does not in any manner reduce particular blasting media flow. The flow is maintained due to the fact that the conveying air is supplied to the dispensed media at a pressure equal to or below the pressure existing currently within the media storage hopper.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which is usable with various types of particulate blasting material.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which is usable with glass bead blasting media.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which has minimal initial capital costs.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which has minimal maintenance costs.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an
improved media delivery regulating system which has minimal maintenance requirements.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which has limited down time.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which is easily repaired.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which is easily accessible.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which significantly improves the media delivery system of a suction blasting system.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which encapsulates the metering orifice within a low pressure environment to facilitate dispensing of media therethrough.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system which delivers media in a smooth, consistent and repeatable manner for blasting by a suction gun.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system where contact of the blasting media with high pressure air is eliminated until the media enters the blasting gun for expelling thereof for blasting.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system wherein the possibility of clogging of the dispensing orifice is minimized.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system wherein disruptions or stoppages of media flow are virtually eliminated.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system wherein use in variable ambient air conditions is possible.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system wherein use with extremely lightweight media is possible.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system wherein ambient air under ambient air pressure is excluded from the interior portion of the regulator.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system wherein a fixed non-variable orifice can be utilized since monitoring movement of media from the hopper for dispensing to the blasting gun is no longer necessary.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system wherein monitoring to determine whether the mix of blasting media is rich or lean is no longer necessary.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING**

While the invention is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the concluding portions herein, a preferred embodiment is set forth in the following detailed description which may be best understood when read in connection with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of an embodiment of the pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus with an improved media delivery regulating system of the present invention; and

FIG. 2 is an exploded side cross-sectional view of an embodiment of the media supply regulator device and adjacent structure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

The present invention provides a pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus using an improved media delivery regulating system for expelling particulate blasting media onto the surface of a planar or otherwise shaped substrate or item. A suction blasting gun is preferably suspended by a gun support arm or bracket member to facilitate aiming and placement thereof adjacent to the surface to be blasted.

Such blasting can be performed for various purposes. The surface may be desired to be treated to change the texture, reflectance or other characteristics thereof. Other uses for such blasting systems are for cleaning, shot peening or rust removal. Once the suction blasting gun is accurately aimed as desired toward the surface, operation of the blasting apparatus can be initiated. With a suction blasting system a source of high pressure air is connected through a high pressure air supply line to the blasting gun. The blasting gun preferably defines a mixing chamber therewithin which is designed to receive media for blasting and high pressure air for conveying of the media outwardly through the outlet nozzle of the blasting gun as desired. The configuration of the gun with the mixing chamber therewithin also includes a high pressure air inlet for receiving air from a high pressure air line as well as a gun media inlet designed to receive blasting media. The gun media inlet and the high pressure air inlet are both in full fluid flow communication with respect to the mixing chamber. Mixing chamber is also in full fluid flow communication with the outlet nozzle thereof for expelling of blasting media outwardly therethrough at high pressure for surface blasting.

As shown in the figure the high speed expulsion of the mixture of high pressure air and blasting media achieves a pattern as expelled blasting media in Fig. 1. This expelled blasting media is particularly adapted for surface treatment of any shaped surface and is particularly useful for blasting of three-dimensional shaped objects which might otherwise require an extensive amount of treatment to achieve the desired surface.

Within the suction blasting gun preferably the high pressure air inlet is positioned with respect to the gun
media inlet 24 such that as high pressure air passes through air inlet 22 into the mixing chamber 20 a vacuum is created within the gun media inlet 24. This is commonly known as the Venturi principle, that is, high speed air rushing by an aperture creates a vacuum within the aperture which can create a suction for use in various purposes which in this case is the drawing of particulate blasting media and conveying air therethrough.

The particulate blasting media 10 of the present invention is retained within a storage hopper 32. Storage hopper 32 preferably defines a magazine supply chamber 34 therewith which includes a media outlet 36 preferably in the lower portion thereof to make use of gravitational force to aid in media flow outwardly therethrough. An access port 38 may also be defined by the storage hopper above the level of particulate blasting media 10 stored therein in order to provide a source of conveying air for aiding movement of the media 10 toward the gun 18 during operation.

A media supply regulator 40 is preferably connected with respect to the storage hopper 32 at least at the lower end thereof adjacent the media outlet 36. Media supply regulator 40 preferably includes a regulator housing 42 defining a plurality of interior walls which includes a lower interior wall 44 which is preferably horizontally extending. The regulator housing 42 further defines a regulator chamber 46 therewith which is designed to mix media 10 within conveying air to facilitate flow therethrough toward the blasting gun 18. To facilitate entry of media into the regulator chamber 46 a media inlet 48 is defined in this regulator housing and is connected to the media outlet 36 of the storage hopper 32. In this manner flow from the storage hopper 32 to the regulator chamber 46 is facilitated.

Regulator housing 42 also preferably defines a conveying air inlet 50 positioned spatially disposed from the media inlet 48 and adapted to provide conveying air to the media supply regulator 40 for aiding in movement of particulate blasting media 10 toward the gun 18. Also the regulator housing 42 defines a media and air vacuum outlet 52 which is designed to provide the outlet within the regulator chamber 46 for the mixture of conveying air and blasting media. 10. Preferably the orientation of the conveying air inlet 50 and the media and air vacuum outlet 52 is such that they are spatially disposed from one another but have a co-linear axis. That is, the outlet and the inlet are aligned and preferably horizontally register with respect to one another such as to facilitate the flow of conveying air from the conveying air inlet 50 to the media and air vacuum outlet 52 but are spaced apart from one another to facilitate the introduction of media therebetween.

With this configuration a conveying air line 56 preferably connects the conveying air inlet 50 of the regulator 40 with respect to the access port 38 of the storage hopper 32. In this manner conveying air is supplied through the conveying air line 56 from the space within the storage hopper 32 above the media 10.

Movement of media 10 from the storage hopper 32 is accurately controlled by the inclusion of a media metering nozzle 58. Nozzle 55 preferably defines a metering conduit 60 extending axially therethrough and, as such, is of a generally tubular shape. The metering conduit 60 preferably defines a metering conduit dispensing opening 62 in the lowermost end thereof which controls the amount of media 10 moving from the storage hopper 32 into the media supply regulator 40. Preferably the metering conduit dispensing opening 62 includes a metering orifice plate 64 which is of a generally flat annular shape extending thereover and defining a metering orifice 66 therein. This metering orifice 66 is the actual orifice through which the media 10 moves as it attempts to exit the storage hopper 32 for movement into the regulator chamber 46 of the media supply regulator 40. The size of this metering orifice 66 can greatly vary the flow rate and characteristics of the media and, as such, is particularly significant. This size of metering orifice 66 can be modified by merely removal and replacement of the metering conduit in order to define a differently sized orifice for feeding blasting media which may be found to be useful for different processes or under different operating conditions.

Also important is the positioning of the metering orifice 66 with respect to the input and output ports of the media supply regulator 40 and the opposing wall thereof. The opposing wall is preferably horizontally extending lower interior wall 44. With the metering orifice 66 oriented horizontally and the opposing wall extending horizontally it is preferable that they be spaced apart at approximately \( \frac{1}{36} \) inch. This spacing is important to allow for the full mixing of blasting media 10 with the conveying air entering the regulator chamber 46 through the conveying air inlet 50. It is important also that this mixture be maintained during movement through the regulator chamber 46 toward the media and air vacuum outlet means 52. This is achieved by maintaining the spacing between the metering conduit 60 and the media and air vacuum outlet means 52 at approximately one-half inch. Note reference numeral 68 which is directed to the spacing of 0.5 inches between the media and air vacuum outlet 52 and the metering conduit 58. Also note reference number 70 referring to the spacing of approximately \( \frac{1}{36} \) inch between the metering orifice 66 and the lower interior wall 44 within the media supply regulator 40 defined in the regulator housing 42.

Once the mixture of media 10 and conveying air passes through the media and air vacuum outlet 52 it will enter the media vacuum line means 78. This line is connected to the gun media inlet 24 which as described above is under a slight vacuum or suction due to the relative positioning of the high pressure air inlet 22 with the gun 18 thereadjacent. As such, a slight vacuum is created within the media vacuum line 78 which urges movement of the mixture of blasting media 10 and conveying air through the media and air vacuum outlet 52 and into the media vacuum line 78 for traveling to the gun 18.

In operation the present system tends to have varying air pressure within the storage hopper 32. This varying pressure can be caused by various external influences and is often caused by the use of a media reclamation apparatus 80 shown in FIG. 1. This reclamation apparatus is designed to gather and possibly clean the particulate blasting media after use thereof and then re-supplying same to the storage hopper 32. Use of these systems and other external systems tend to vary the air pressure within the storage hopper 32. These variations in air pressure can be a problem because in those situations wherein a slight vacuum is created within the storage hopper 32 the flow of media through the media outlet 36 to the media supply regulator 40 can be adversely affected. The flow could be stopped or a clogging could occur or flow could become intermittent. These problems which often occur in the prior art have been addressed by requiring continuous monitoring of the flow of media toward the gun 18 to determine whether the mixture is too rich or too lean, that is, whether there is too much media introduced or too little media introduced to achieve effective blasting.

One of the unique aspects of the present apparatus is the ability to accurately control the pressure and thereby regu-
late media flow. The apparatus of the present invention is
designed such that the pressure within the storage hopper also becomes the pressure within the conveying air line. In fact, due to the fact that the conveying air line extends from the uppermost portion in the storage hopper to the media regulator, there will actually be a slight pressure drop over the length of this conveying air line. Such a line normally might be a one-half inch diameter line and, as such, one would expect a small pressure drop over lengths thereof. In fact, the longer the conveying air line is chosen to be the greater the pressure drop will be. Thus the conveyed air supplied therethrough to the regulator chamber will always be at a pressure equal to or slightly less than the air pressure within the storage hopper. This will be true regardless of the actual pressure within the storage hopper due to the fact that the pressure of the conveying air is self-controlled responsive to the environment to which it is exposed which is solely the interior environment of a hopper. Preferably the hopper is sealed with respect to the ambient environment to eliminate the flow of any ambient air into the conveying air line. In this manner the metering orifice will be encapsulated within a low pressure environment. That is, a pressure environment equal to or lower than the pressure within the storage hopper from which the blasting media is passing through the metering orifice. This will eliminate effectively any exterior high pressure air from entering and moving up through the orifice which has heretofore had the effect of disrupting or stopping media flow and thereby requiring continuous monitoring and maintenance. The excluding of ambient air from the regulator is an important characteristic of the present invention which makes it a significant advance over prior art designs. Also, the present design can be utilized with a fixed metering orifice which does not have variable size. Some prior art devices utilize variable sized orifices for the purpose of continuously monitoring and controlling media flow to be assured that the flow is smooth and continuous.

While particular embodiments of this invention have been shown in the drawings and described above, it will be apparent, that many changes may be made in the form, arrangement and positioning of the various elements of the combination. In consideration thereof it should be understood that preferred embodiments of this invention disclosed herein are intended to be illustrative only and not intended to limit the scope of the invention.

I claim:

1. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media comprising:

A. a suction blasting gun means defining a mixing chamber therewithin, said suction blasting gun means further defining a high pressure air inlet means and a gun media inlet means each being in fluid flow communication with respect to said mixing chamber means defined therewithin to facilitate mixing of materials entering said mixing chamber means through said high pressure air inlet means and said media inlet means, said suction blasting gun means further including an outlet nozzle means in fluid flow communication with said mixing chamber means to guide expulsions therefrom;

B. a high pressure air line means operatively secured to a supply of high pressure air and to said high pressure air inlet means to supply high pressure air to said mixing chamber and through said outlet nozzle means in order to generate a suction at said gun media inlet means to facilitate drawing of particulate blasting media inwardly therethrough and for expelling thereof under high pressure through said outlet nozzle means for pneumatic surface blasting;

C. a storage hopper means defining a media supply chamber means therewithin sealed with respect to the external ambient environment for holding blasting media for selective supply thereof for surface blasting, said media supply chamber means being unpressurized in order to be at a pressure therein not greater than ambient atmospheric pressure, said storage hopper means defining a media outlet means therein in fluid flow communication with said media supply chamber means to facilitate exiting of media therefrom to facilitate blasting, said storage hopper means further defining an access port means therein in fluid flow communication with said media supply chamber means therewithin at a position above the level of blasting media retained therein;

D. a media supply regulator means operatively secured to said media outlet means of said storage hopper means for supplying of blasting media and air for conveying thereof, said media supply regulator means comprising:

(1) a regulator housing means defining a regulator chamber means therewithin for mixing media with conveying air, said regulator housing means further defining a media inlet means, a conveying air inlet means and a media and air vacuum outlet means each being in fluid flow communication with respect to said regulator chamber means, said media inlet means being in operative fluid flow communication with respect to said media outlet means of said storage hopper means to receive blasting media therefrom;

(2) a conveying air line means operatively secured to said conveying air inlet means of said regulator housing means for supplying of conveying air to said regulator chamber means at a pressure not greater than atmospheric pressure, said conveying air line means being operatively secured in fluid flow communication with respect to said access port means defined in said storage hopper means to receive conveying air from said media supply chamber means at the same pressure as within said media supply chamber means, which is not greater than atmospheric pressure, in order to prevent conveying air from being supplied to said media supply chamber means at a pressure greater than the pressure at which the blasting media is supplied thereinto through said media outlet means defined in said storage hopper means to facilitate flow of blasting media into said regulator chamber means; and

E. a media vacuum line means operatively secured to said gun media inlet means of said suction blasting gun means and also being operatively secured to said media and air vacuum outlet means of said regulator housing means to facilitate supplying of conveying air and blasting media under vacuum therethrough from said media supply regulator means to said mixing chamber means of said suction blasting gun means to facilitate pneumatic suction surface blasting therewith.

2. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 1 further comprising a media collection apparatus for collecting media after blasting therewith and resupplying thereof to said storage hopper means for reuse.

3. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media comprising:

A. a suction blasting gun means defining a mixing chamber means therewithin, said suction blasting gun means further defining a high pressure air inlet means and a gun media inlet means each being in fluid flow communication with respect to said mixing chamber means defined therewithin to facilitate mixing of materials entering said mixing chamber means through said high pressure air inlet means and said media inlet means, said suction blasting gun means further including an outlet nozzle means in fluid flow communication with said mixing chamber means to guide expulsion therefrom, said high pressure air inlet means being oriented within said suction blasting gun means to supply high pressure air adjacent to said gun media inlet means to create a vacuum therewithin to facilitate the drawing of blasting media and conveying air there-through;

B. a high pressure air line means operatively secured to a supply of high pressure air and to said high pressure air inlet means to supply high pressure air to said mixing chamber and through said outlet nozzle means in order to generate a suction at said gun media inlet means to facilitate drawing of particulate blasting media inwardly therethrough and for expelling thereof under high pressure through said outlet nozzle means for pneumatic surface blasting;

C. a storage hopper means defining a media supply chamber means therewithin hermetically isolated from the external ambient environment for holding blasting media for selective supply thereof for surface blasting, said media supply chamber means being unpressurized in order to be at a pressure therein not greater than ambient atmospheric pressure, said storage hopper means defining a media outlet means therein in fluid flow communication with said media supply chamber means and therebelow to facilitate exiting of media therefrom to facilitate blasting, said storage hopper means further defining an access port means therein in fluid flow communication with said media supply chamber means therewithin at a position above the level of blasting media retained therein;

D. a media supply regulator means operatively secured to said media outlet means of said storage hopper means for supplying of blasting media and air for conveying thereof, said media supply regulator means comprising:

(1) a regulator housing means including a T-shaped housing means defining a regulator chamber means therewithin for mixing media with conveying air, said regulator housing means including a lower interior wall means, said regulator housing means further defining a media inlet means, a conveying air inlet means and a media and air vacuum outlet means each being in fluid flow communication with respect to said regulator chamber means, said media inlet means being in operative fluid flow communication with respect to said media outlet means of said storage hopper means to receive blasting media therefrom, said conveying air inlet means and said media and air vacuum outlet means being oriented co-linear with respect to one another;

(2) a conveying air line means operatively secured to said conveying air inlet means of said regulator housing means for supplying of conveying air to said regulator chamber means at a pressure not greater than atmospheric pressure, said conveying air line means being operatively secured in fluid flow communication with respect to said access port means defined in said storage hopper means to receive conveying air from said media supply chamber means at the same pressure as within said media supply chamber means, which is not greater than atmospheric pressure, in order to prevent conveying air from being supplied to said regulator chamber means at a pressure greater than the pressure at which the blasting media is supplied thereinto through said media outlet means defined in said storage hopper means to facilitate flow of blasting media into said regulator chamber means;

(3) a media metering nozzle means positioned extending through said media inlet means into said regulator chamber means, said media metering nozzle means defining a metering conduit means extending therethrough for controlling the supplying of blasting media from said media supply chamber means to said regulator chamber means within said media supply regulator means, said media metering nozzle means further defining a metering conduit dispensing opening means for controlling dispensing of blasting media through said media inlet means directly into said regulator chamber means, said media metering nozzle means being generally tubular in shape to define said metering conduit extending axially therethrough, said media metering nozzle means further including a metering orifice plate means being generally annularly-shaped and extending over said metering conduit opening means, said metering orifice plate means being integrally formed with respect to said media metering nozzle means, said metering orifice plate means defining a metering orifice means therewithin to further control dispensing of blasting media from said storage hopper means to said media supply regulator means, said metering orifice means being positioned approximately 0.5 inches from said media and air vacuum outlet means of said regulator housing means to facilitate movement of blasting media and conveying air thereto, said metering orifice means also being spatially disposed from said lower interior wall means by approximately ¾th of an inch to provide sufficient clearance therebetween to facilitate full and efficient media flow during operative blasting, said metering orifice means being oriented approximately perpendicularly with respect to said conveying air inlet means and said media and air vacuum outlet means and spatially disposed therebetween;

E. a media vacuum line means operatively secured to said gun media inlet means of said suction blasting gun means and also being operatively secured to said media and air vacuum outlet means of said regulator housing means to facilitate supplying of conveying air and blasting media under vacuum therethrough from said media supply regulator means to said mixing chamber means of said suction blasting gun means to facilitate pneumatic suction surface blasting therewith; and

F. a media reclamation apparatus for collecting media after blasting therewith and resupplying thereof to said storage hopper means for reuse.

4. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 1 wherein said media outlet means is positioned below said media suction outlet means to facilitate flow of blasting media therethrough by gravitationally forced flow.

5. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable
with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 1 wherein supplying of media from said media supply chamber through said media inlet means into said regulator chamber means is made at a pressure at least as great as the pressure of the conveying air delivered to said conveying air inlet means by said conveying air line means.

6. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 1 wherein said regulator housing means comprises a T-shaped housing with said conveying air inlet means and said media and air vacuum outlet means being oriented co-linearly with respect to one another.

7. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 1 wherein said media supply regulator means includes a media metering nozzle means positioned extending through said media inlet means into said regulator chamber means, said media metering nozzle means defining a metering conduit means extending therefor in controlling the supply of blasting media from said media supply chamber and said regulator means within said media supply regulator means, said media metering nozzle means further defining a metering conduit dispensing opening means for controlling dispensing of blasting media directly into said regulator chamber means through said media inlet means thereof.

8. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 7 wherein said media metering nozzle means is generally tubular in shape to define said metering conduit extending axially therethrough.

9. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 7 wherein said media metering nozzle means further includes a metering orifice plate means being generally annularly-shaped and extending over said metering conduit opening means, said metering orifice plate means defining a metering orifice means therein to further control dispensing of blasting media from said storage hopper means to said media supply regulator means.

10. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 9 wherein said metering orifice plate means and said media metering nozzle means are formed as a single integral member.

11. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 9 wherein said regulator housing means includes a lower interior wall means below said media metering nozzle means and wherein said media metering orifice means is positioned within said regulator chamber means approximately 3/8"th of an inch from said lower interior wall means to provide sufficient clearance therebetween to facilitate full and efficient media flow during operative blasting.

12. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 9 wherein said metering orifice means is positioned said approximately 0.5 inches from said media and air vacuum outlet means of said regulator housing means to facilitate movement of blasting media and conveying air thereafter.

13. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 9 wherein said metering orifice means is positioned spatially disposed from said conveying air in let means and said media and air vacuum outlet means.

14. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 9 wherein said metering orifice means is positioned between said conveying air inlet means and said media and air vacuum outlet means.

15. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 9 wherein said metering orifice means is oriented approximately perpendicularly with respect to said conveying air inlet means and said media and air vacuum outlet means and spatially therebetween.

16. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 1 wherein said high pressure air inlet means of said suction blasting gun means is oriented therewithin to supply high pressure air adjacent to said gun media inlet means to create a vacuum therewithin to facilitate the drawing of blasting media and conveying air therefrom to said media vacuum line means.

17. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 1 wherein said metering orifice means is of a given fixed predetermined size.

18. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media as defined in claim 1 wherein said conveying air line means can be configured with an increased length in order to increase the difference in pressure of delivery of said blasting media through said media inlet means in comparison with the pressure of conveying air delivered through said conveying air inlet means.

19. A pneumatic suction surface blasting apparatus having an improved media delivery regulating system being usable with various types of particulate blasting media comprising:

A. a suction blasting gun means defining a mixing chamber means therewithin, said suction blasting gun means further defining a high pressure air inlet means and a gun media inlet means each being in fluid flow communication with respect to said mixing chamber means defined therewithin to facilitate mixing of materials entering said mixing chamber means through said high pressure air inlet means and said media inlet means, said suction blasting gun means further including an outlet nozzle means in fluid flow communication with said mixing chamber means to guide expulsion therefrom;

B. a high pressure air line means operatively secured to a supply of high pressure air and to said high pressure air inlet means to supply high pressure air to said mixing chamber and through said outlet nozzle means in order to generate a suction at said gun media inlet means to facilitate drawing of particulate blasting media inwardly therethrough and for expelling thereof under high pressure through said outlet nozzle means for pneumatic surface blasting;

C. a storage hopper means defining a media supply chamber means therewithin sealed with respect to the
external ambient environment for holding blasting media for selective supply thereof for surface blasting, said media supply chamber means being unpressurized in order to be at a pressure not greater than ambient atmospheric pressure, said storage hopper 5 means defining a media outlet means therein in fluid flow communication with said media supply chamber means and therefrom to facilitate exiting of media therefrom to facilitate blasting, said storage hopper means further defining an access port means therein in fluid flow communication with said media supply chamber means therewithin at a position above the level of blasting media retained therein;

D. a media supply regulator means operatively secured to said media outlet means of said storage hopper means for supplying of blasting media and air for conveying thereof, said media supply regulator means comprising:

(1) a regulator housing means including a T-shaped housing means defining a regulator chamber means therewithin for mixing media with conveying air, said regulator housing means further defining a media inlet means, a conveying air inlet means and a media and air vacuum outlet means each being in fluid flow communication with respect to said regulator chamber means, said media inlet means being in operative fluid flow communication with respect to said media outlet means of said storage hopper means to receive blasting media therefrom, said conveying air inlet means and said media and air vacuum outlet means being oriented co-linear with respect to one another;

(2) a conveying air line means operatively secured to said conveying air inlet means of said regulator housing means for supplying of conveying air to said regulator chamber means at a pressure not greater than atmospheric pressure, said conveying air line means being operatively secured in fluid flow communication with respect to said access port means defined in said storage hopper means to receive conveying air from said media supply chamber means at the same pressure as within said media supply chamber means, which is not greater than atmospheric, in order to prevent conveying air from being supplied to said regulator chamber means at a pressure greater than the pressure at which the blasting media is supplied thereto through said media outlet means defined in said storage hopper means to facilitate flow of blasting media into said regulator chamber means;

(3) a media metering nozzle means positioned extending through said media inlet means into said regulator chamber means, said media metering nozzle means defining a metering conduit means extending therethrough for controlling the supplying of blasting media from said media supply chamber means to said regulator chamber means within said media supply regulator means, said media metering nozzle means further defining a metering conduit dispensing opening means for controlling dispensing of blasting media through said media inlet means directly into said regulator chamber means, said media metering nozzle means being generally tubular in shape to define said metering conduit extending axially therethrough, said media metering nozzle means further including a metering orifice plate means being generally annularly-shaped and extending over said metering conduit opening means, said metering orifice plate means defining a metering orifice means therein to further control dispensing of blasting media from said storage hopper means to said media supply regulator means, said metering orifice means being positioning spatially disposed from said conveying air inlet means and said media and air vacuum outlet means and therebetween; and

E. a media vacuum line means operatively secured to said gun media inlet means of said suction blasting gun means and also being operatively secured to said media and air vacuum outlet means of said regulator housing means to facilitate supplying of conveying air and blasting media under vacuum therethrough from said media supply regulator means to said mixing chamber means of said suction blasting gun means to facilitate pneumatic suction surface blasting therewith.